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Game Title Wario’s Woods™
Trademark ™ and ® are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
Attribution
Game
Description

Toad’s goal is to rid the woods of the monsters. Catherine and the Sprite assist Toad by tossing
bombs into the playing field. Toad can move pieces that drop into the field once they stop falling.
Once the Bomb ends, Wario will appear, and his Black Bat will throw monsters into the playing
field. Wario will shake the trees and make the ceiling of the playing field sink. When Monster
time ends, Catherine and the Sprite will reappear.

Controller Control Pad: Directional
Information
Up:

Escape from bottom of stack of monsters and bombs to the top.

Down:

Make monsters and bombs fall fast.

Right:

Move right / Climb stack or wall to the right / Fall from top of stack.

Left:

Move left / Climb stack or wall to the left / Fall from top of stack.

A Button

Pick up / Place a stack of monsters and bombs.

B Button:

Pick up / Place a single monster.

X Button:

Escape from the bottom of a stack to the top.

Y Button:

Kick (you can not kick more than one item)
To kick you can also press down on the control pad plus A or B, or use
the L and R buttons.

Other Info Tactics
and Tips

Chain Reactions:
When one match of bombs and monsters leads directly to another match as pieces fall into place,
the resulting Chain Reaction will cause Bomb Time to increase and monster Time to decrease.
The ceiling will also rise one row per match, plus one.
Diamonds:
When you make a match of five or more monsters and bombs, a diamond will appear. If you make
a match with the diamond, all monsters the same color as the diamond will be destroyed.
Diamonds appear in random colors.
Raising the Roof:
Wario pushes the ceiling down when he appears. The following four techniques can be used to
raise the ceiling on the playing field.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Make a diagonal match of three pieces and the ceiling goes up one row.
Make a match of four pieces and the ceiling goes up two rows.
Make a match of five pieces and the ceiling goes up three rows.
Make a match of six pieces and the ceiling goes up four rows.
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